
 
 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR FILING DEPENDENT RETURNS FOR TAX SEASON 2017 

At our firm, we are committed to keeping down the cost of tax preparation for our clients, 
over 95% of whom are in the public safety, educational and medical fields. We have not 
changed our basic fee in many years. Instead, we are now charging additional fees to 
those clients who use additional services. Therefore this year we are charging $50 for a 
basic dependent tax return. This fee could go even higher if other factors are involved. 

Because in many cases a dependent has a very small amount of earnings we have 
prepared this explanation of how to properly file a tax return in such a case. 

DEPENDENT STATUS 

The critical issue in filing a dependent’s tax return is that the dependent indicate during 
the filing process his or her dependent status. Failing to do this may seriously interfere 
with the parental tax return, including a delay in receiving an anticipated refund, 

FEDERAL 

The IRS has partnered with software companies to provide free E-File services for 
taxpayers with low adjusted gross income. Just go to www.irs.gov and look for the “Free 
File” program. These software companies, while providing free federal income filing, 
will generally sell other products, including the ability to file a state tax return. In 
California, however, paying for this is not necessary. In order to have free filing, use one 
of the IRS partner sites to file a federal return, and then go to the California Franchise 
Tax Board website to file a free California return. We discuss this in the next paragraph. 

CALIFORNIA 

Here is the link to CALFILE, but you will locate the service quickly with a search using 
the term “CALFILE.’ https://www.ftb.ca.gov/online/calfile/index.asp. Like the federal 
program, using the free filing system requires establishing an account.  

E-FILING A FEDERAL RETURN ON PAPER

For most simple federal dependent returns, Form 1040EZ is adequate. In some cases, 
Form 1040A or even a full Form 1040 will be required. If these more complex forms are 
required we recommend you carefully read the instructions as that is beyond the scope of 
our discussion. The link to the Form 1040EZ is http://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-
pdf/f1040ez.pdf.  
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CALIFORNIA PAPER FILING 

The California short form is Form 5402EZ. On the next page is an illustration of where to 
indicate dependent status. Carefully read the instructions as the form says. Like the 
federal return if a full Form 540 is needed you must read and follow the directions for the 
more complex form. 

The link to the FTB Form 5402EZ is https://www.ftb.ca.gov/forms/2012/12_5402ez.pdf. 
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E-Filing simple returns is fast, easy and cheap. Please take advantage of this opportunity 
but again remember to ensure that dependent status is elected where appropriate. 

Sincerely, 

Timothy E. Kelly, Esq. 
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